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SQUARE WAVE 2

Integrate the world of the professional spa with the Square spa from NetSpa.

Its generous dimensions comfortably accommodate up to 5 people.

Comfortably lounged for a deep massage or seated for a 2 relaxing moment, 

you can enjoy a 38°C water all year round, as well as the different massage 

modes offered by the Square.

Be it shiatsu, skin rolling or pressure massage, choose the massage that 

suits you best or create a massage circuit for complete relaxation. You will 

leave feeling refreshed and deeply relaxed, your blood circulation will be 

reactivated and your body detoxified.

Equipped with the best equipment on the market, your spa is autonomous 

in terms of both circulation and temperature.  Protect your skin by limiting 

chemical treatments with ozonisation disinfection and cartridge filtration.

Install, plug and enjoy thanks to the Plug & Play technology that enables you 

to simply plug your new Halfmoon into a 16A household electrical outlet.

Enjoy moments of wellness at home with family and friends with the NetSpa 

Square.

216 x 216 x 85 cm

Balboa® TP500 Control panel

2 lounged + 3 seated

Lucite® / Aristech ABS/PMMA  USA Tub

CMP® Jets

Floating skimmer

Fundermax® High density Cabinet

1 Two-speed 2.2CV pump 

Ozone treatment

LED light spot + Perimetrical LED lighting

Easily plugs in with a 16A electrical outlet
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TECHNICAL

Pump 
1 Two-speed 2.2CV pump
massage + circulation

Heating Balboa® 2 kW

Filtration CMP® cartridge floating skimmer

Tub
Acrylic ABS- PMMA Lucite® / Aristech USA
+ very high density insulating foam

Cabinet High density stratified HPL Fundermax®

Volume 1200L

Net weight (empty) 315 kg

Reference SP-WAVE2

COMFORT

Control panel Balboa© TP 500

Hydromassage jets (x28)
CMP®

- 17 rotating
- 10 twin-rotary

Air control Venturi: Air/Water mix control

Water treatment Ozonizer 

Equipment - Perimetrical LED + LED lighting

Floating skimmer

Adjusts itself to the water level for 
optimum filtration regardless of the 
number of users

Two-speed 2.2CV pump

With its 2 operational speeds, this 
pump manages both water circulation 
and massaging functionalities.

Ozone treatment

This treatment solution destroys 
bacteria, viruses and algae efficiently 
while limiting chemical treatment 
usage.

LED lighting

Equiped with perimetrical LED and 
a LED spot at the centre of the tub, 
add ambiance to your spa session 
according to your mood.

TP 500 Balboa Control panel

Backlit control panel

Plug and Play

Install, plug in, enjoy!

Simply connect your spa to an 
electrical outlet and turn it on

Safe, isothermal cover included

Essential to ensure water temperature is 

maintained while heat loss is kept to a 

minimum, but it also serves to secure the 

spa to limit access by children.

COLOURS

Tub Cabinet Cover

Pearl White Afro Grey C/30
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Covert-lift:

The essential accessory to make life easier, the cover lifter allows 
you to open and close your spa with a simple movement. 

Step: 

Indispensable for entering or exiting the spa, it offers a wide and 
stable double step, made of HDPE , guaranteeing long life and unri-
valled water resistance.

Available as an option

ACRYLIC SPA

Complete audio set:

Sound is not forgotten at Netspa with the Bluetooth audio system. 
A quality sound for an absolute relaxing moment.

Listen to your favourite music in the best spa.

Audio Bluetooth

Sales Department
Tel: +33 4 91 51 15 16

Email: contact@poolstar.fr
WWW.NETSPA.FR

NETSPA is a brand of the    group. 


